
Rose Quartz 

 
Key Words: Unconditional Love; Compassion; Strength 

Traditional Qualities:  Attracts love. Promotes Self Love, 
acceptance, forgiveness and trust.  Enhances acceptance 
of change; opens the heart centre.  Calming and 
comforting.  Supports positive affirmations.  Aids the 
release of suppressed emotions.  Transmutes emotional 
patterns that no longer serve. 

Citrine 

 
Key Words: Abundance; Manifestation; Cleansing 
Traditional Qualities:  Transmutes negativity. Energizes 
and aligns energy with the physical. Encourages 
generosity and sharing.  Promotes success and attracts 
abundance of all good things.  Enhances self-esteem and 
confidence by encouraging a positive attitude. 

Amethyst 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Key Words: Healing; Cleansing; Spiritual Awakening 
Traditional Qualities:  Dissolves blockages & frees from 
addiction. Energizes or calms the mind as appropriate. 
Encourages openness to new concepts. Dispels 
nightmares & aids restful sleep. Excellent for focus and 
decision making. Aids memory, especially of dreams. 

Clear Quartz 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Key Words: Healing; Clarity; Energising  
Traditional Qualities:  Aids meditation and spiritual 
connection.  Universal healer balances energy.   
Enhances concentration and recall.  Expands the auric 
field.  Shields against radiation.  Raises the etheric 
vibration.  Lifts the mood. 

Red Jasper 

 
Key Words: Grounding; Resolution; Comforting 
Traditional Qualities:  Gentle stimulation; calms difficult 
situations, aids identifying and rectifying problems; 
especially legal or official disputes.  Emotionally calming.  
Aids recall, especially of prophetic dreams.  Strengthens 
and detoxifies; liver, blood and heart.  Auric Cleanser. 

Tiger Eye 

 
Key Words: Abundance, Protection; Power 
Traditional Qualities: Acts as a talisman against curses & 
bad luck.  Promotes right use of power.  Earthing, 
especially thoughts and inspirations; manifesting them.  
Good for ego issues; balances and aids perception.  
Balances the emotions and lifts mood.  

Aventurine 

 
Key Words:  Heart centred; Harmony; Well-being 
Traditional Qualities: Diffuses negativity; encourages 
just leadership.  Mentally stabilizing and opens the mind 
to alternative solutions.  Protects against electro-
magnetic smog & geopathic stress.  Good for heart, eyes 
and relieving migraine.  Emotionally calming & uplifting. 

Carnelian 

 
Key Words: Creativity; Fertility; Feminine 
Traditional Qualities:  Aids understanding of the cycle of 
life; acceptance of death and change.  Promotes 
positivity and courage.  Enhances vitality.  Mentally aids 
analysis and clear sightedness; calms anger.  Physically 
invigorating and regulates hormone levels. 



Amazonite 

 
Key Words: Calming; Yin/Yang Balance; Universal Love 
Traditional Qualities: Protects against electro and 
radioactive smog.  Soothes the nervous system and 
brain.  Aids reflective thought.   Emotionally dispels fear 
and anxiety.  Filters energy in the aura. 

Snowflake Obsidian 

 
Key Words:  Light in the Darkness; Letting go 
Traditional Qualities:  Reveals and releases ingrained 
thought forms and habitual behaviours.  Physically used 
for the skeletal and circulatory systems.  Encourages 
integrity and purity.  Reveals the good in all situations.  

Unakite 

 
Key Words:  Emotional Balance; Vision; Calm energy. 
Traditional Qualities:  Aids convalescence.  Promotes 
clarity of vision, especially inner sight.  Used in 
meditation and prophesy.  Useful to negate the 
emissions from television sets and computers.  Gentle 
release of blockages to spiritual growth. 

Hematite 

 
Key Words:  Grounding; Protective; Strength 
Traditional Qualities: Dissolves negativity; cleanses the 
aura.  Mentally enables balanced focussed thought.  
Emotionally strengthens resolve and supports self-
esteem.  Aids recognition and acceptance of life’s 
lessons.  Expansive. 

Snow Quartz 

 
Key Words:  Purification; Gentleness; Security 
Traditional Qualities: Connection to deep inner wisdom.  
Release from overwhelming sense of responsibility.  
Freedom from Martyr and victim mentality.  Use as Clear 
Quartz for a softer, more subtle effect that is equally as 
powerful.  Purification and gentle cloak of protection. 

Sodalite 

 
Key Words:  Intuition, Spiritual Perception, Acceptance 
Traditional Qualities:  Unifies left and right brain; 
intuition with logic.  Enhances awareness of higher 
vibrations; enabling access to our own ‘higher’ wisdom.  
Brings our shadow side to the surface to be 
acknowledged and integrated without judgement. 

Blue Lace Agate 

 
Key Words:  Calming; Restorative; Truth 
Traditional Qualities:  Brings Peace of Mind.  Healing for 
anxieties connected with expression of thoughts & 
emotions.  Relieves throat/neck & shoulder conditions.  
Enhances sound vibrations & healing.  Connects you to 
your inner truth. 

How to use your Spiritual Focus Crystal Cards 
These cards have been energised to hold the energetic 
vibration of the Crystal they represent.  Print out these sheets 
onto thin card, cut them into separate cards.  Place them into 
a small bowl or bag.  Each day sit in quietly for a few 
moments.  Ask that you attract the crystal quality you most 
need today.  Dip your hand into the bowl or bag without 
looking.  Allow a crystal card to ‘stick’ to your hand.  Draw it 
out.  If you get two or more keep them all and consider them 
in conjunction.  Keep your crystal card with you during the 
day.   You can either read the information as soon as you have 
attracted your crystal quality or wait and see how the day 
unfolds, then read it at the end of the day.  Record your 
crystal; its key words & qualities each day.  Reflect on how the 
crystalline energy may have been helping you. 

 


